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[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] benchmarking study, learn from the experience. To promote enterprise marketing
management innovation, to respond effectively to the changing international situation, to enhance the competitiveness of enterprises,
promote private enterprise in Quanzhou "second pioneering", Economic and Trade Commission will be held this afternoon,
"Quanzhou Enterprise Management Innovation" famous pulpit (Fifth Lecture) cum "Pick" business management experience
exchange on the spot. 
According to reports, it plans to enter the Olympic agenda of activities to learn from the workshop, by the Olympic Group Chairman
Xu Jing Nan Speaker "famous lecture" Fifth Lecture - "international brand marketing strategy." After his speech, the chairman and
Peak Group Jingnan human resources, marketing and other executives presided share management experience, around the
implementation of the International Olympic brand strategy, on corporate culture, human resources matching, performance
management, marketing channel construction and other topics with the students interact, for reference. (Chinese shoes Network - the
most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
Sports and leisure style players in power! Nike SB Stefan Janoski launched another note signature shoe
2011-01-17 10:59:06 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: kidulty.com] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network on January 17 hearing, the well-known sports brand Nike Nike SB skateboarding branch has been promising
riders launched major traditional signature shoes, and this release do not note this pair Stefan Janoski version is also reasonable.
The casual style of skateboarding shoes change is also a charm! 
full of shoes with a single navy blue primarily, supplemented by white embellishment, in suede with high texture highlights the good
fashion sense, deliberately weakened skateboard shoes design style, put the smooth overall casual shoes echoes the tone. Fine car
lines, leather laces and both highlight the details of the intentions of the brand, Nike SB consistently excellent performance also have
reservations, so both the appearance and function of shoes would have been welcomed by everybody. 
The shoe is now Nike SB Sold in designated shops. 
Related news
Sports players colette & timesNike Court Tennis Classic joint shoes 2015-05-19 10:53:28 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network May 19 hearing, in addition to innovative sports shoes Nike Court Zoom Vapor Tour 9, Nike also can not
forget the fundamental brand, and Nike shoes in the Tennis Classic is a classic among classics, shoes from Nike Wimbledon Tennis
Classic to function in today's movement to tennis shoes, in addition to a symbol of the spirit of scientific and technological innovation
and excellence outside, Nike Tennis Classic in everyday life among the more stations have a place to dress up, and overwhelmed
cooperation with colette, The symbolic start in the beginning of 1997 on the set of blue Ganso color mainly in the tongue and insole
color outside their shoelaces to change the way the gradient build. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most
professional shoe News Media Partner: POINT women than love.) 
Duang !! sweep swept away, there are surprises !!! 
station
Related news
Sports players LimitEDitions & timesReebok Pump anniversary shoes 2014-11-18 10:55:12 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn
[Source: FLIGHTCLUB Chinese site] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network November 18 hearing, has been established for 10 years in Barcelona shoe shop LimitEDitions, has also
joined to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the birth of Reebok Pump ranks, particularly to create a commemorative version of this
joint. This shoe is designed clownfish Pacific island of Papua New Guinea for the inspiration, the market value of this precious
species in about $ 3,000 to about $ 5,000. As for the design of the symbol is used skin purple suede and nubuck shoes constituted,
supplemented pink detail contrast, and in the heel embroidered with joint Logo indicate special status, the last carrying a purple and
pink gradient sole presentation. It is reported that the shoe will be landing from 15 November Reebok Certified Network select
retailers, and interested friends may pay more attention. (Media Partner: Orem Fort Men's Jin Chang in elevator shoes) 
Related news
Players re-launch of Reebok sports shoes color Shaqnosis
2013-02-13 00:00:00 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: kidulty] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network February 2 hearing, Reebok engraved recent wave of high-profile 1990s, following the Iverson (stores) and
Rain Man, again a heavyweight shoes, really weight, he is saquinavir Seoul & middot!! O'Neal visibility better than Rain Man Reebok
signed immediately after the year O'NEAL join the Magic, Reebok introduced a pair of unique O'NEAL AND PUMP SYSTEM
nominal white and blue color "SHAQ ATTAQ 1", then launched a total After four generations SHAQ ATTAQ, 1995 �� Reebok in
black and white color, respectively O'NEAL black oval "ring" textures SHAQNOSIS. With the Rain Man of KAMIKAZE II after
successful pitch for the next 90 years the shoes is SHAQNOSIS! Mouthful Release classic black and white color and black and red
models, if you have not noticed, except Jordan (stores) is the most famous trapeze signs outside, Sharks' buckle explosion basket
"flag is not covered, seen on this shoe silhouette LOGO, I seem to return to the NBA that year together with the sharks dunk! 
Related news
Adidas this year, the international well-known sports brand Originals 
announced a joint partnership with the Williams Pharrell project, this has been the focus of this year, although there is no official news
out of the. Can Williams Pharrell is for this preheating, personally painting ten pairs of Originals Stan Smith adidas shoes, and the
exclusive sale of Colette in Paris, and the proceeds are donated to the non-profit making organization One Pharrell From Hand to
anOTHER. 
/>
AJ Air Jordan of Son Mars "Art Pop", which has been introduced to all of us. Today, we will continue to report of this kind of shoe, but
this time to introduce is AJ basic each section are in use, very classic, black and red color of the air jordan son of Mars! 
< p > compared with a Olympic color, this is given priority to with black and red color of the shoe body looks although low-key a lot,
but the overall feeling, give a person with more calm and under the background of black shoes, toe classic burst pattern design also
more distinct. However, there is no information about the sale of this shoe, all interested friends, but also please note our follow-up



report. 
Source:
27 pm, in the mountain industrial and commercial law enforcement officers within the jurisdiction of a healthy way of small clothing
stores were raided. 
inspectors dressed man in a casual Adidas (Suzhou) Co., Ltd. Guangzhou Branch of intellectual property rights commissioner Zhang
set. The inspection is Wuxi business sector and Adidas a joint anti-counterfeiting operations. 
After more than 80 clothing stores for healthy way of each inspection, in which the two-store, law enforcement officials identified the
alleged fake "Adidas" sport shoes, 57 pairs of sports 68 clothes, belts 7, including one, and these items were withheld. Zhongshan
Trade and Industry official said, and now some of counterfeit brand-name imitation skilled, almost as real law enforcement officers is
difficult to see at a glance where authenticity, which brings difficulty to divide the work of the business sector, and manufacturers to
jointly crackdown , with professional help, counterfeiting effect is much better. In recent years, almost every year, brand-name
products, the company and the business sector to Wuxi to joint action.
< p > "Boro" is a has a history of one hundred years of Japanese traditional craft, because at that time a lot of civilian life poor,
unable to like the family like the purchase of Chinese clothing and first-class cloth, thus, clothes rotten can only with same color rags
to play a patch trouble. In order to reproduce the cohesion of the Japanese with bitter tears old folk arts and crafts, converse's most
emphatically technology in high-end series of first string recently released a pair of will "Boro" process migration to trump card type
Jack Purcell of limited edition shoes. 
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